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ANNEX 2: WARM-UP ACTIVITIES
Forming trusting and supportive relationships between the girls is vital to creating a safe space in which girls can
learn, develop, and play. This Annex contains a collection of bonding activities that can be used anytime during
the Club to facilitate relationship-building, friendship, and trust. These activities are also great for energizing the
girls before a lesson. Several warm-up activities are listed below, along with the estimated time and materials
needed and the source from which these activities were adapted.1

Activity 1: Mime an Interest
Source: FHI 360’s Life Skills Education Toolkit for Orphans & Vulnerable Children in India2
Time: 10–15 minutes
Materials Needed: None.
Ask the girls to form a circle and think of a hobby, sport, or some other activity they like which they can “mime,”
or act out. For example, a girl who likes to play drums can pretend to play the drums, or a girl who likes to play
basketball can pretend to be shooting a ball. Encourage the girls to mime different hobbies, so that the miming
performances are not duplicated. This will create variety and be more fun for everyone. Remind everyone to pay
attention as the girls perform, because they will be asked to remember each other’s mimes!
After each girl has mimed in front of the rest of the Club, the game begins. One person claps her hands and says
another girl’s name and acts out her interest or hobby. That person whose name was just said now claps, says
another person’s name, and acts out that girl’s hobby or area of interest. Anyone who mixes up or forgets the
name or the interest of another girl is “out.” The last girl left “in” the game is the winner!

Activity 2: Finding the Queen
Source: FHI 360’s Life Skills Education Toolkit for Orphans & Vulnerable Children in India3
Time: 5–15 minutes, depending on the number of rounds
Materials Needed: None.
Ask 1 girl to leave the room or Club space. This girl is the “guesser.” While the guesser is out of the room or space,
the other girls choose 1 girl to be the Queen. Then invite the guesser to come back. The guesser can now ask 5
questions of anyone in the Club, to try to guess who is the Queen. After asking 5 questions, the guesser now has
to guess who is the Queen. She gets 3 guesses. If she does not guess right, the identity of the Queen is revealed,
the same girl is the guesser in the next round, and a new Queen is chosen once the guesser leaves the room or
space. If the guesser guesses correctly, the Queen becomes the new guesser for the next round, and when the
new guesser (the old Queen) leaves the room, the girls pick a new Queen, and the game continues.

1 Where no source is listed, the activity is an original WomenStrong activity.
2 FHI 360 and IMPACT, Life Skills Education Toolkit for Orphans & Vulnerable Children in India (FHI 360 and IMPACT, October 2007), Module 1,
4, https://www.k4health.org/sites/default/files/life_skill_education_toolkit_2011.pdf.
3 Same as previous footnote, Module 1, 5.
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Activity 3: Reporter
Source: Population Council’s Health and Life Skills Curriculum for the Adolescent Girls Initiative–Kenya (AGI–K)4
Time: 15 minutes
Materials Needed: None.
Divide the girls up into pairs. Ask one girl to act as the reporter and to interview the other girl. She should ask the
following questions:
◊

What is your name?

◊

What is your hobby?

◊

What is your favorite food?

◊

What is your dream job?

Then ask the girls to switch so that the interviewed girl becomes the reporter. After both girls have interviewed
each other, bring the group back together. Ask each girl to share what she learned about her partner.

Activity 4: Name Game
Source: LitWorld’s LitClub Curriculum: The 7 Strengths5
Time: 10 minutes
Materials Needed: None.
Ask your girls to gather around in a circle. Explain the activity to them:
We are going to play a game to help us learn each other’s names. Each of us will say an adjective to describe
ourselves that begins with the first letter of your first name, and then say your name. For example, you could
say “Amazing Agatha” or “Benevolent Beatrice.” Think of a word that describes yourself, and we will begin.
The first girl will say the adjective and her name. Then the next girl will repeat the adjective and name of
the girl before her, and then say her own adjective and name. The third girl will repeat the previous 2 girls’
adjectives and names before adding her own, and so on. If you get stuck, we will help you! Let’s get started!

Activity 5: 2 Truths and a Lie
Source: LitWorld’s LitClub Curriculum: The 7 Strengths6
Time: 15–20 minutes
Materials Needed: None.
Invite the girls to sit in a circle. Introduce the activity:
Today we are going to play a game called, “2 Truths and a Lie.” This game will allow us to have fun, learn more
about each other, and be creative! Listen carefully, because you will have to be able to tell the difference
between what is true and what is a lie. You will each get a chance to share 3 statements about yourself. Two
of the statements must be true, and 1 must be a lie. You will each share your 3 statements, and the others
have to guess which statement is the lie.

4 Population Council, Health and Life Skills Curriculum for the Adolescent Girls Initiative–Kenya (AGI–K) (Nairobi: Population Council, 2015),
11, https://www.popcouncil.org/uploads/pdfs/2015PGY_AGI-K_HealthLifeCurriculum_Kibera.pdf.
5 LitWorld, LitClub Curriculum: The 7 Strengths, 17.
6 Same as previous footnote, 28.
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Give the girls a few minutes to create their 3 statements. When everyone is ready, choose a girl to begin the
game. Have that person share all 3 statements, then ask the other girls which statement is a lie. Once the Club
has chosen which statement they collectively think is false, ask the storyteller if they chose correctly. Continue
around the circle until all members have shared their 3 statements.

Activity 6: Greeting Without Words
Source: LitWorld’s LitClub Curriculum: The 7 Strengths7
Time: 10–15 minutes
Materials Needed: None.
Invite the girls to sit or stand in a circle, so that everyone can make eye contact with one another. Say:
Today we are going to try a fun new greeting! Our challenge is to find a hand signal that represents our name.
For example, I am going to use a thumbs-up signal to represent my name.
Once everyone has chosen her hand signal, the girls will take turns showing their hand signals to the group. Go
around the circle, practicing the hand signals several times, to ensure that everyone can remember the gestures.
The activity begins when the first girl ma es eye contact with another girl in the circle, waves hello, and follows
the hello wave with the hand gesture that represents that girl’s name. The girl called upon then does the same by
selecting another girl to whom she will wave hello and then greet, using that girl’s hand gesture. The game ends
when the last girl has been greeted and she greets the first girl who began the activity.

Activity 7: Alphabetical Order
Source: LitWorld’s LitClub Curriculum: The 7 Strengths8
Time: 5–10 minutes
Materials Needed: None.
Ask the girls to please stand. Say to the girls:
This is a fun activity that we will perform in silence—that means without talking! You will put yourselves in a
line in alphabetical order, by our first names. Because we cannot talk while we are doing this, it might be tricky.
Let’s play!
Once the girls think they are in the correct order, go down the line, and have everyone say her first name. You
may also repeat this game with last names.
Challenge (Optional): Divide the girls into pairs. One girl must keep her eyes closed and be “blind,” while the other
leads her around. The girl who is not blind may not talk or make sounds. Now, have the girls line up in alphabetical
order by their last names.

7
8

Same as previous footnote, 110.
Same as previous footnote, 116.
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